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California has 512 hospitals licensed to provide care in the state. of those, 88 percent are general acute 
care (GaC) hospitals that treat patients for relatively brief but severe episodes of illness or trauma, 
and perform surgery. in 2007,* the GaC hospitals discharged over 3 million inpatients and cared for 
42 million outpatients, including more than 10 million emergency department visits.
this report examines the state’s GaC facilities, including their bed supply and capacity, geographic 
distribution, ownership type, utilization, and financial health. selected quality measures and data on 
their readiness to withstand serious earthquakes are presented as well. 
Key findings include: 
the number of hospitals and beds decreased from 2001 to 2007 — a period of continued  •	
growth in California’s population.
Californians age 80 and older are the highest users of hospital services, with 414 discharges  •	
per 1,000 population, compared to 91 per 1,000 for those age 50 to 59.
nonprofit hospitals are better off financially than their for-profit counterparts.•	
Charity care provided by California hospitals rose 23 percent between 2001 and 2007.•	
the seven largest hospital systems represent more than one-third of hospitals and  •	
licensed beds in the state.
More than 200 acute care hospitals still have buildings that are in danger of collapse  •	
during an earthquake and must be replaced by 2013.
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*Most recent data available at the time this analysis was conducted.
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number of hospitals
in 2007 there were 400  
GaC hospitals in California. 
the number declined 
4 percent between 2001  
and 2007.
note: includes suspended hospitals.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2001– 2007. state of California, department of finance, E-4 Population Estimates for Cities, Counties and the State, 2001–2009, with 2000 Benchmark.
General Acute Care (GAC) Hospitals,  
California, 2001–2007
supply and Capacity
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the number of licensed 
beds also declined by 
4 percent from 2001 to  
2007. during the same 
time, the state’s population 
increased by 9 percent.
note: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2001–2007. state of California, department of finance, E-4 Population Estimates for Cities, Counties and the State, 2001–2009, with 2000 Benchmark.  
osHpd automated licensing information and tracking system (alirts ). 
Licensed Beds vs. Population Growth,  
California, 2001–2007
supply and Capacity
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number of beds
While the number of 
general acute care beds 
remained stable, beds 
licensed for skilled nursing 
and psychiatric services 
decreased, reflecting the 
trend of hospitals moving 
toward more profitable 
general acute care services.
notes: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year. totals may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2001– 2007. osHpd automated licensing information and tracking system (alirts).
Licensed Beds, by Bed Type,  
California, 2001–2007
supply and Capacity
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licensed beds
nuMber
perCent of 
total
Medical/surgical acute 
 (includes GYn)
 47,429 68.1%
perinatal 
(includes ldrp, excludes nursery)
 6,560 9.4%
intensive Care  5,845 8.4%
intensive Care newborn nursery 
(niCu)
 3,389 4.9%
pediatric acute  3,005 4.3%
rehabilitation Center  1,710 2.5%
Coronary Care  1,514 2.2%
burn Center  150 0.2%
acute respiratory Care  61 0.1%
Total, General Acute Care 69,663
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almost 70 percent of  
acute care beds are adult 
medical/surgical beds. 
intensive care beds  
(adult and newborn) 
represent over 13 percent  
of total beds.
notes: due to incomplete reporting by GaC bed type, the total GaC beds is .02 percent lower than that reported on other slides. excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year.  
total may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
sources: osHpd annual Hospital utilization report, 2007. osHpd automated licensing information and tracking system (alirts).
GAC Licensed Beds, by Bed Type,  
California, 2007
supply and Capacity
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*Certificate of need (Con) is a regulatory review process that 
requires certain health care providers, such as hospitals, to 
obtain authorization from the state before building new facilities, 
acquiring high-cost medical equipment, or expanding beds.
supply and Capacity
California has the fewest 
beds per 1,000 among the 
ten most populous states. 
interestingly, states with 
certificate-of-need (Con)* 
laws have more hospital 
beds per 1,000 population 
than California. 
notes: data are for community hospitals, which represent 85 percent of all hospitals. federal hospitals, long term care hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, institutions for the mentally retarded, and alcoholism and 
other chemical dependency hospitals are not included. Community hospitals, which includes some specialty hospitals, represents a slightly larger group of hospitals than GaC hospitals, as defined here. 
source: american Hospital association Chartbook, 2009. 
Staffed Beds Per 1,000 Population,  
Ten Most Populous States, 2007
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nearly one in four hospitals 
and one in three beds are 
located in los angeles 
County, which is home to 
28 percent of Californians. 
notes: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year. Counties within each region are listed in appendix d.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2007. state of California, department of finance, E-4 Population Estimates for Cities, Counties and the State, 2001–2009, with 2000 Benchmark.  
osHpd automated licensing information and tracking system (alirts).
supply and Capacity
GAC Hospitals and Licensed Beds, by Region,  
California, 2007
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hospitals licensed beds
nuMber
perCent of 
total nuMber
perCent of 
total
Central Coast 2 7% 420 12%
Greater bay area 3 11% 276 8%
inland empire 0 0% 0 0%
los angeles County 11 41% 2,042 58%
northern and sierra 3 11% 136 4%
orange County 3 11% 284 8%
sacramento area 0 0% 0 0%
san diego area 1 4% 162 5%
san Joaquin Valley 4 15% 172 5%
Total 27 100% 3,492 100%
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since 2001, 27 hospitals 
closed, resulting in a 
loss of about 3,500 beds. 
forty-one percent of 
these hospitals and 
58 percent of the beds 
were in los angeles County. 
during the same period, 
six hospitals opened with 
373 beds.
notes: includes four hospitals that closed during 2007. Counties within each region are listed in appendix d.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2007. The Financial Health of California Hospitals, California HealthCare foundation, June 2007. osHpd automated licensing information and report tracking 
system (alirts).
GAC Hospital Closures, by Region,  
California, 2001–2007
supply and Capacity
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access to acute care, as 
measured by licensed beds 
per 1,000 population, varies 
by region, from a low of 1.7 
to a high of 2.5.
notes: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year. Counties within each region are listed in appendix d.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2007. state of California, department of finance, E-4 Population Estimates for Cities, Counties and the State, 2001–2009, with 2000 Benchmark.  
osHpd automated licensing information and tracking system (alirts).
Licensed Beds Per 1,000 Population, by Region,  
California, 2007
supply and Capacity
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nonprofit hospitals account 
for the majority of hospitals 
and beds — 57 percent  
of hospitals and 62 percent 
of beds. by contrast, 
investor-owned facilities 
tend to be smaller, 
representing 23 percent  
of the hospitals but fewer 
than one in five beds. 
*public hospitals include university of California, city, and county hospitals. 
note: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year.
source: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2007.
GAC Hospitals and Licensed Beds, by Ownership,  
California, 2007
supply and Capacity
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hospitals licensed beds
nuMber
perCent of 
total nuMber
perCent of 
total
Catholic Healthcare West 30 8%  7,088 9%
Kaiser 31 8%  7,039 9%
sutter Health 27 7%  5,182 6%
tenet Healthcare 20 5%  3,824 5%
university of California 8 2%  3,215 4%
adventist Health system 15 4%  2,753 3%
st. Joseph Health system 11 3%  1,853 2%
all others 252 64% 49,662 62%
Total 394 80,616
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the seven largest hospital 
systems account for more 
than one-third of the 
hospitals and licensed 
beds in California. together 
Catholic Healthcare West 
and Kaiser account for nearly 
one out of every five beds.
notes: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year. see appendix c for system hospitals and beds by region. totals may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
source: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2007.
Largest Hospital Systems, Hospitals and Beds,  
California, 2007
supply and Capacity
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a smaller proportion of 
Californians are being 
admitted to hospitals. 
admissions per 1,000 
population declined by 
9 percent in California, 
compared to 2 percent 
nationally over the past 
seven years. 
it is likely that the shift to 
outpatient care slowed 
the growth in inpatient 
utilization.
notes: data are for community hospitals, which represent 85 percent of all hospitals. federal hospitals, long term care hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, institutions for the mentally retarded, and alcoholism  
and other chemical dependency hospitals are not included. Community hospitals, which include some specialty hospitals, represent a slightly larger group than GaC hospitals, as defined here. 
source: american Hospital association.
Admissions Per 1,000 Population,  
California vs. United States, 2001–2007
utilization of services
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utilization of hospital 
services is significantly 
higher for the elderly 
population. by 2030, the 
population over age 70  
is projected to more  
than double.
sources: osHpd patient discharge pivot table, 2007. state of California, department of finance, P-3 Population Projections for Race/Ethnicity, Gender and Age for California and Its Counties, 2000 – 2050. 
utilization of services
Discharges per 1,000 Population, by Age Group,  
California, 2007
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median case mix index*
the median case mix index 
has risen slightly, indicating 
that patients being admitted 
to acute care hospitals in 
2007 were sicker, on average, 
than those admitted in 2001.
*the Case Mix indix (CMi) is a measure of the relative cost or resources needed to treat the mix of patients in each licensed California hospital during the calendar year. to calculate the CMi, osHpd uses 
Medicare severity-diagnosis related Groups (Ms-drG) and their associated weights assigned to each Ms-drG by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid services (CMs). see an example at www.oshpd.ca.gov.
source: osHpd Case Mix index, 1996 – 2007.
Inpatient Acuity,  
California, 2001–2007
utilization of services
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total discharges: 3.5 million
the emergency department 
is a critical point of entry 
for hospital admissions. 
in 2007 almost half of the 
state’s 3.5 million hospital 
inpatients were admitted 
through the ed.
notes: excludes normal newborns. 
source: osHpd patient discharge data, 2007.
Hospital Discharges, by Source of Admission,  
California, 2007
utilization of services
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*see description of CHart at www.chcf.org.
notes: excludes normal newborns. discharges included in “other” category include discharges to prison, residential care, acute care, and unknown locations.
source: osHpd patient discharge data, 2007.
upon discharge, a large  
majority of patients are  
sent home. as a result, the 
transition to home care is 
important to the patient’s 
recovery. sixty-seven percent 
of patients discharged from 
hospitals participating in 
the CHart* report card of 
hospital performance said 
they received adequate 
information during the 
discharge process.
Discharge Destination,  
California, 2007
utilization of services
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(in tHousands)
the top five major reasons 
for hospital stays accounted 
for over 60 percent of 
all discharges in 2007. 
pregnancies were the most 
frequent cause of hospital 
stays, accounting for almost 
one in five discharges.  
Heart disease discharges 
declined by 10 percent  
from 2001 to 2007.
notes: excludes births, approximately 516,000 in 2001 and 555,000 in 2007. there are small differences between data using osHpd patient discharge data and osHpd patient discharge pivot table data.  
this difference is attributable to the timing of updates to multiple osHpd products based on discharge data.
source: osHpd patient discharge data pivot table, 2001 and 2007.
Hospital Discharges, by Diagnosis Group,  
California, 2001 and 2007
utilization of services
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the average length of stay  
in California hospitals was 
lower than the national 
average, but comparable 
to other high-population 
states in 2007. nationally, 
the average was 5.8 days, 
with a high of 10.1 days 
(south dakota) and a low of 
4.4 days (oregon). 
notes: data are for community hospitals, which represent 85 percent of all hospitals. federal hospitals, long term care hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, institutions for the mentally retarded, and alcoholism  
and other chemical dependency hospitals are not included. Community hospitals, which include some specialty hospitals, represent a slightly larger group of hospitals than GaC hospitals, as defined here. 
alos is not adjusted for case mix differences. 
sources: american Hospital association Chartbook, 2009. united states Census bureau state population estimates, 2000 – 2008.
Average Length of Stay (ALOS),  
Ten Most Populous States, 2007
utilization of services
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in 2007, hospitals had almost 
42 million outpatient visits, 
a decline of 4 percent from 
2001. the per-population 
drop was even greater, at 
12 percent.
the decline in outpatient 
services reflects a movement 
from hospital outpatient 
departments to other 
ambulatory settings.
notes: a visit is an appearance of an outpatient in the hospital for ambulatory services or the appearance of a private referred outpatient in the hospital for ancillary services. the patient is typically treated and 
released the same day. included are outpatient ed visits, clinic visits, referred ancillary service visits, home health care visits and day care days. also included are outpatient chemical dependency visits, hospice 
outpatient visits, and adult day health care visits.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual financial data, 2001– 2007. state of California, department of finance, E-4 Population Estimates for Cities, Counties and the State, 2001–2009, with 2000 Benchmark. 
Hospital Outpatient Visits, Total and Per 1,000 Population,  
California, 2001–2007
utilization of services
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While the number of  
ed beds increased  
between 2001 and 2007, 
utilization of ed services 
held relatively steady, 
resulting in a decline in 
emergency visits per  
ed bed.
notes: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year and non-responders. 
source: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2001– 2007.
Emergency Department Beds and Visits Per Bed,  
California, 2001–2007
utilization of services
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ed visits per 1,000 
population decreased 
almost 5 percent between  
2001 and 2007. 
note: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year, and non-responders.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2001-2007. state of California, department of finance, E-4 Population Estimates for Cities, Counties and the State, 2001– 2009, with 2000 Benchmark. 
Emergency Department Visits Per 1,000 Population,  
California, 2001 and 2007
utilization of services
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number of visits (in Millions)
Hospital ed patients  
were sicker in 2007 than 
those seen in 2003. the 
proportion of visits classified 
as severe increased from 
27 percent in 2003 to 
34 percent in 2007. 
note: excludes hospitals that were suspended the entire year, and non-responders. 
definitions: acuity levels: “severe with threat”: a case with high urgency that poses an immediate threat to the patient’s life or psychological wellbeing (example: severe gastrointestinal bleeding). “severe 
Without threat”: a case with high urgency but does not pose threat to patient’s life or wellbeing (example: elderly female who has fallen and is complaining of hip pain). “Moderate”: a case that requires 
an expanded problem-focused history/examination, and medical decisionmaking of moderate complexity (example: patient with inversion ankle injury who is unable to bear any weight). “low/Moderate” 
(example: minor traumatic injury with localized pain). “Minor”: an ed visit that requires a problem-focused history/examination, and straightforward medical decisionmaking (example: removal of sutures). 
acuity level definitions may be found at www.oshpd.state.ca.us. 
source: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2003 and 2007.
Emergency Department Visits, by Level of Acuity,  
California, 2003 and 2007
utilization of services
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fte per adjusted occupied bed
notes: adjusted occupied beds 5 (occupancy rate 3 number of beds) 3 (total gross patient revenue 4 gross inpatient revenue). fte (full time employee) classification is based on labor productivity by 
employee classification. the “all other” category includes positions excluded from other classifications, e.g., ambulance driver, laboratory assistant, and child care worker. data presented are for productive hours.
source: osHpd Hospital annual financial data, 2001 and 2007.
staffing per bed increased 
13 percent between 2001 
and 2007. total nurse 
staffing increased nearly 
20 percent. this shift was 
likely due to higher patient 
acuity and new minimum 
nurse staffing ratios.
utilization of services
Staffing Per Adjusted Occupied Bed,  
California, 2001 and 2007
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median margin
the median total margin 
remained relatively stable 
between 2001 and 2007. 
as operating margins fell, 
profits from activities not 
directly related to providing 
health care — nonoperating 
margins — buoyed the  
total margins. 
notes: total margin 5 pre-tax net income 4 total operating revenue (net patient revenue 1 other operating revenue). the total margin, reflecting the profitability of both patient and non-patient care 
activities is commonly higher than the operating margin. examples of non-operating revenue include unrestricted contributions, income and gains from investments, and various government assessments, 
taxes, and appropriations. the median total margin is the margin at which half the hospitals are above the value and half are below the value. 
source: California HealthCare foundation, California Hospital financial performance, www.calhospitalfinance.net.
Hospital Margin Trends, Total and Operating,  
California, 2001–2007
finances
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percent of hospitals in margin range
total margins and operating 
margins improved overall 
between 2001 and 2007.
in 2007, 55 percent of 
hospitals had positive 
operating margins, while 
68 percent had positive  
total margins, which points 
to the importance of non-
patient care revenues.
notes: total margin 5 pre-tax net income 4 total operating revenue (net patient revenue 1 other operating revenue). the total margin, reflecting the profitability of both patient and nonpatient care 
activities is commonly higher than the operating margin. examples of non-operating revenue include unrestricted contributions, income and gains from investments, and various government assessments, 
taxes, and appropriations. these data do not include Kaiser hospitals, which do not report patient revenue at the facility level, but do report financial data at the regional level. for 2001 and 2007, total margins 
were 11.5 percent and 17.0 percent for Kaiser north, and 9.4 percent, and 16.1 percent for Kaiser south, respectively. no hospital had a margin of 0. numbers may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
source: osHpd Hospital annual financial data, 2001– 2007.
Hospital Margins, Total and Operating, by Range,  
California, 2001 and 2007
finances
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percent of hospitals in margin range
in general, nonprofit 
hospitals fared better 
financially than other 
ownership categories. in 
2007 a smaller proportion 
of nonprofit hospitals had 
negative total margins, 
and a greater proportion 
had margins exceeding 
8 percent, compared to 
hospitals in other ownership 
categories. 
*public hospitals include university of California, city, and county hospitals.
notes: total margin 5 pre-tax net income 4 total operating revenue (net patient revenue 1 other operating revenue). these data do not include Kaiser hospitals, which report financial data at the regional 
level. for 2007, total margins were 17.0 percent percent for Kaiser north, and 16.1 percent for Kaiser south. numbers may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
source: osHpd Hospital annual financial data, 2007.
Total Margins, by Ownership Type and Range,  
California, 2007
finances
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California Hospital Facts and Figures
Hospitals relied heavily 
on private payers, which 
contributed almost half 
of patient revenue while 
accounting for only one-
third of discharges.
notes: there are small differences between data using osHpd patient discharge data and osHpd patient discharge pivot table data. this difference is attributable to the timing of updates and to multiple 
osHpd products based on discharge data. discharges do not include newborns. net revenue does not include Kaiser. numbers may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
sources: osHpd patient discharge data, 2007. osHpd annual financial data, 2007.
Hospital Discharges and Revenue, by Payer,  
California, 2007
finances
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median values
Median operating revenue 
and expenses per adjusted 
patient day both increased 
almost $800 between 2001 
and 2007. the average 
annual growth rate of  
almost 8 percent was 
nearly double the medical 
consumer price index, 
which rose approximately 
4 percent each year during 
the same period.
notes: Kaiser data are excluded. adjusted patient days 5 total gross patient revenue 4 gross inpatient revenue 3 number of patient days. the purpose of “adjusting” the patient days is to recognize  
outpatient utilization.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual financial data, 2001– 2007. Medical Cpi-u from the bureau of labor and statistics, 2009, www.buckconsultants.com. 
Operating Revenue and Expenses Per Adjusted Patient Day, 
California, 2001–2007
finances
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Total Charity Care
 and Bad Debt
Total Charity Care
$1,559
$673
$1,858
$829
California Hospital Facts and Figures
2007 dollars (in Millions)
notes: Charity care and bad debt are adjusted by the hospital-specific cost-to-charge ratio and adjusted for medical inflation. the data have been adjusted to use 2007 dollars, using hospital Cpi. Kaiser data 
are included at a regional level.
sources: osHpd Hospital annual financial data, 2001– 2007. Hospital Cpi from bureau of labor statistics, www.buckconsultants.com. 
the amount of charity  
care rose 23 percent in 
inflation-adjusted dollars 
between 2001 and 2007. 
another measure of charity 
care that includes bad  
debt increased 19 percent 
during the same period.
Charity Care and Bad Debt,  
California, 2001–2007
finances
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2.5%
TOTAL NUMBER OF
ADVERSE EVENTS: 1,031
California Hospital Facts and Figures
note: events reported from July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2008.
source: California department of public Health.
in July 2007, California 
began requiring hospitals 
to report 28 types of 
adverse events. in the first 
year of reporting, more 
than half of the reported 
events concerned patients 
acquiring stage 3 or 4 
pressure ulcers after 
admission. Hospitals also 
reported 165 instances 
of foreign objects left 
in a patient’s body and 
26 surgeries performed  
on a wrong body part.
Preventable Adverse Events at California Hospitals, 2008
Quality
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source: California HealthCare foundation, www.calhospitalcompare.org.
California has performed 
slightly better than the 
nation on reported patient 
safety measures.
Surgical Care and Complication Prevention Measures,  
California vs. United States, 2009
Quality
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percent of hospitals with…
Many California hospitals 
face seismic mandates. 
More than 200 acute 
care hospitals still have 
buildings that are in danger 
of collapse during an 
earthquake and must be 
replaced by 2013 or be 
removed from service.  
three in four hospitals in  
los angeles County fall  
into this category.
notes: spC-1 (“collapse hazard”) buildings must be removed from service by 2013. Counties within each region are listed in appendix d.
source: osHpd, facilities development division sb1661, Counties with Acute Care Hospitals SPC-1 Buildings.
Hospital Seismic Requirements, by Region,  
California, 2009
Current issues
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percent of hospitals with…
over 70 percent of public 
hospitals are faced with the 
need to replace buildings in 
danger of collapsing during 
an earthquake.
*public hospitals include university of California, city, and county hospitals.
sources: osHpd, facilities development division sb1661, Counties with Acute Care Hospitals SPC-1 Buildings. osHpd utilization data, 2007.
Current issues
Hospital Seismic Requirements, by Ownership,  
California, 2009
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g i v e  u s  yo u r  f e e d b ac K
Was the information provided in this report 
of value? are there additional kinds of 
information or data you would like to see 
included in future reports of this type? is there 
other research in this subject area you would 
like to see? We would like to know.
PleAse CliCk Here  
to give us your feedback.
thank you.
f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m at i o n
California HealthCare foundation
1438 Webster street, suite 400
oakland, Ca 94612
510.238.1040
www.chcf.org
CAL I FORNIA
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FOUNDATION
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Methodology
this report focuses on a subset of general acute care hospitals and 
excludes psychiatric hospitals, chemical dependency recovery hospitals, 
long term acute care hospitals, state hospitals, rehabilitation facilities, 
skilled nursing and long term care facilities, and the shriners Hospitals 
for Children.
the analysis relies primarily on reports that state licensed hospitals 
submit to the California office of statewide Health planning and 
development (osHpd). these include the Hospital annual financial 
data (Hafd) report, the Hospital annual utilization data, the patient 
discharge data, and automated licensing information and report 
tracking system (alirts). other publicly available sources are the state 
of California department of finance, the Kaiser family foundation, and 
the american Hospital association.
Hospitals that did not report utilization data but were open for 
operation during a given year are referred to as non-responders. some 
information for these non-responders, such as licensed beds, is taken 
from alirts.
the Hafd reports consist of financial and utilization information. the 
osHpd financial data are submitted based on license and may include 
multiple facilities, some of which may be non-acute care hospitals. 
Kaiser foundation hospitals report financial information for the 
northern and southern California regions, but not for individual 
hospitals. therefore Kaiser hospitals are excluded from pages with 
financial analyses; footnotes provide regional data. 
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2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
alameda 12 11 13 13 13 13 13
amador 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
alpine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
butte 5 5 4 4 4 4 4
Calaveras 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Colusa 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Contra Costa 8 8 8 8 8 8 9
del norte 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
el dorado 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
fresno 9 8 10 9 9 9 9
Glenn 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Humboldt 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
imperial 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
inyo 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Kern 10 10 9 9 10 10 10
Kings 3 2 2 3 3 3 3
lake 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
lassen 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
los angeles 81 81 83 82 78 78 76
Madera 2 3 2 2 2 2 2
Marin 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Mariposa 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Mendocino 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Merced 4 4 3 2 2 2 2
Modoc 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Mono 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Monterey 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
napa 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
nevada 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
orange 26 24 28 28 28 27 27
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
placer 3 2 2 3 3 3 3
plumas 4 4 4 4 3 3 3
riverside 16 15 16 15 16 15 15
sacramento 9 9 9 9 10 9 9
san benito 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
san bernardino 18 16 17 17 17 17 16
san diego 19 16 19 19 19 18 18
san francisco 9 8 9 9 9 9 9
san Joaquin 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
san luis obispo 5 4 4 4 4 4 4
san Mateo 8 7 8 8 8 8 8
santa barbara 6 5 5 5 5 5 5
santa Clara 11 11 11 11 10 10 11
santa Cruz 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
shasta 3 2 3 3 3 3 3
sierra 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
siskiyou 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
solano 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
sonoma 7 6 8 8 8 7 7
stanislaus 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
sutter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tehama 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
trinity 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
tulare 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
tuolumne 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Ventura 8 8 7 7 8 8 7
Yolo 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Yuba 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Total 353 334 350 348 346 341 338
source: osHpd annual Hospital utilization report, 2001– 2007.
California Hospital Facts and Figures
appendices
Appendix A: Hospitals with Licensed EMS, by County, 2001–2007 
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oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106010846 alaMeda CountY MediCal Cntr – HiGHland CaMpus x nr x x x x x
106010735 alaMeda Hospital x x x x x x x
106190017 alHaMbra Hospital x x x x x x x
106010739 alta bates suMMit Med Cntr – alta bates CaMpus x x x x x x x
106010937 alta bates suMMit Med Cntr – suMMit CaMpus –  
HaWtHorne
x x x x x x x
106013626 alta bates suMMit Med Cntr – suMMit CaMpus –  
suMMit
x x x x x x x
106540680 alta Hospital distriCt nr C C C C C C
106374063 alVarado Hospital x nr x x x x x
106370652 alVarado Hospital MediCal Center x nr x x x x x
106301097 anaHeiM General Hospital x x x x x x x
106301098 anaHeiM MeMorial MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190034 antelope ValleY Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106364231 arroWHead reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106400466 arroYo Grande CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106154101 baKersfield Heart Hospital x x x x x x nr
106150722 baKersfield MeMorial Hospital – 34tH street x x x x x x x
106184008 banner lassen MediCal Center nYl nYl x x x x x
106190052 barloW respiratorY Hospital x x x x x x x
106361105 barstoW CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106090793 barton MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106361110 bear ValleY CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190066 bellfloWer MediCal Center x nr nr nr x x x
106190069 bellWood General Hospital x nr nr C C C C
106190081 beVerlY Hospital x x x x x x x
106040802 biGGs GridleY MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106301126 brea CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x nr C C
106190110 brotMan MediCal Center x x x x nr x nr
106190125 California Hospital Med Center – los anGeles x x x nr x x nr
106380777 California paCifiC MediCal Cntr – California West x x x x x x x
106380933 California paCifiC MediCal Center – daVies x x x x x x x
106380929 California paCifiC MediCal Center – paCifiC CaMpus x x x x x x x
106190045 Catalina island MediCal Center x x x x x x x
oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106190555 Cedars sinai MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190148 Centinela freeMan reGional MediCal Center –  
Centinela CaMpus
x x x x nr x x
106190500 Centinela freeMan reGional MediCal Center –  
Marina CaMpus
nr x x x x x x
106190230 Centinela freeMan reGional MediCal Center –  
MeMorial CaMpus
nr x x x x x x
106160787 Central ValleY General Hospital x x x x x x nr
106100791 Central ValleY ortHopediC and spine institute x x x x s s s
106190155 CenturY CitY doCtors Hospital x nr x nr s x x
106301140 CHapMan MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106370673 CHildren’s Hospital – san dieGo x x x nr x x x
106010776 CHildrens Hospital and researCH Center at 
oaKland
x x x x x x x
106304113 CHildren’s Hospital at Mission x x x x x x x
106204019 CHildrens Hospital Central California x x x x x x x
106190170 CHildren’s Hospital of los anGeles x x x x x x x
106300032 CHildren’s Hospital of oranGe CountY x x x x x x x
106382715 CHinese Hospital x x x x x x x
106361144 CHino ValleY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106200692 CHoWCHilla distriCt MeMorial Hospital nr x nr x x x C
106190413 Citrus ValleY MediCal Center – iC CaMpus x x x x x x x
106190636 Citrus ValleY MediCal Center – QV CaMpus x x x x x x x
106190661 CitY of anGels MediCal Center –  
doWntoWn CaMpus
x x x x nr x x
106100697 CoalinGa reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190766 Coast plaZa doCtors Hospital x x x x nr x x
106301258 Coastal CoMMunities Hospital x x x x x x x
106301155 ColleGe Hospital Costa Mesa x x x x x x x
106361458 Colorado riVer MediCal Center x x x x nr x nr
106060870 Colusa reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190197 CoMMunitY and Mission Hospital of HuntinGton 
parK – slauson
nr x x x nr x x
106190538 CoMMunitY and Mission Hospital of HuntinGton 
parK – florenCe
nr x x x nr x x
California Hospital Facts and Figures
appendices
Appendix B: Hospitals Included in this Report
in this chart, hospitals that reported data in a given year are marked with an x. those licensed to operate during any part of a given year that did not report utilization data (non-responders) 
are marked with an nr. Hospitals closed for an entire year are maked with a C. those suspended for an entire year are marked with an s. Hospitals not yet licensed are marked with an nYl.
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oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106270744 CoMMunitY Hospital MontereY peninsula x x x x x x x
106190196 CoMMunitY Hospital of Gardena x nr nr nr nr x x
106190475 CoMMunitY Hospital of lonG beaCH x x x x x x nr
106430743 CoMMunitY Hospital of los Gatos x x x x x x x
106361323 CoMMunitY Hospital of san bernardino x x x x x x x
106100005 CoMMunitY MediCal Center – CloVis x x x x x x x
106560473 CoMMunitY MeM. Hospital – san buenaVentura x x x x x x x
106100717 CoMMunitY reGional MediCal Center – fresno x x x x x x x
106070924 Contra Costa reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106160702 CorCoran distriCt Hospital x x x x x x x
106331152 Corona reGional MediCal Center – Main x x x x x x x
106390846 daMeron Hospital x x x x x x x
106150706 delano reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106331164 desert reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106364144 desert ValleY Hospital x x x x x x x
106392287 doCtors Hospital of ManteCa x x x x x x x
106190857 doCtors Hospital of West CoVina, inC. x x x x x x x
106500852 doCtors MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106073449 doCtors MediCal Center – pinole CaMpus nr s s s x x C
106070904 doCtors MediCal Center – san pablo CaMpus x x x x x x x
106441807 doMiniCan Hospital – santa CruZ/frederiCK x x x x x x x
106440755 doMiniCan Hospital – santa CruZ/soQuel x x x x x x x
106240853 dos palos MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106190243 doWneY reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106196168 earl and lorraine Miller CHildrens Hospital x x x x x x x
106190256 east los anGeles doCtors Hospital x x x x x x x
106190328 east ValleY Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106461024 eastern pluMas Hospital-loYalton CaMpus x nr x x x x x
106320859 eastern pluMas Hospital-portola CaMpus x x x x x x x
106010805 eden MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106331168 eisenHoWer MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106430763 el CaMino Hospital x x x x x x x
106130699 el Centro reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106500867 eManuel MediCal Center, inC. x x x x x x x
oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106190280 enCino – tarZana reGional MediCal Ctr – enCino x x x x x x x
106190517 enCino – tarZana reGional MediCal Ctr – tarZana x x x x x x x
106040828 enloe MediCal Center – CoHasset CaMpus x x x x x x x
106040962 enloe MediCal Center – esplanade CaMpus x x x x x x x
106474007 fairCHild MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106370705 fallbrooK Hospital distriCt x x x x x x nr
106040875 featHer riVer Hospital x x x x x x x
106190298 footHill presbYterian Hospital –  
JoHnston MeMorial
x x x x x x x
106301175 fountain ValleY rGnl Hospital/Med Cntr – euClid x x x x x x x
106304039 fountain ValleY rGnl Hospital/Med Cntr – Warner x nr nr nr x nr x
106230949 franK r HoWard MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106510882 freMont MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106400480 frenCH Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106105029 fresno Heart Hospital nYl nYl x x x x x
106104047 fresno surGerY Center x x x x x x x
106301283 Garden GroVe Hospital and MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190315 Garfield MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106120981 General Hospital, tHe x x x x x x x
106270777 GeorGe l. Mee MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106190323 Glendale adVentist Med Center – Wilson terraCe x x x x x x x
106190522 Glendale MeMorial Hospital and HealtH Center x x x x x x x
106110889 Glenn MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106420483 Goleta ValleY CottaGe Hospital x x x x x x x
106150775 Good saMaritan Hospital – baKersfield x x x x x x x
106190392 Good saMaritan Hospital – los anGeles x x x x x x x
106430779 Good saMaritan Hospital – san Jose x x x x x x x
106190348 Granada Hills CoMMunitY Hospital x nr nr s C C C
106190352 Greater el Monte CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x nr x x
106370714 GrossMont Hospital nr x x x x x x
106160725 Hanford CoMMunitY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106350784 HaZel HaWKins MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106490964 HealdsburG distriCt Hospital x x x x x x x
106190176 Helford CliniCal researCH Hosp at CitY of Hope x x x x x x x
California Hospital Facts and Figures
appendices
Appendix B: Hospitals Included in this Report, continued
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oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106331194 HeMet ValleY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190949 HenrY MaYo neWHall MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106362041 Hi-desert MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106301205 HoaG MeMorial Hospital presbYterian x x x x x x x
106190380 HollYWood CoMMunitY Hospital of HollYWood x x x x x x x
106190382 HollYWood presbYterian MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106301209 HuntinGton beaCH Hospital x nr x x x x x
106190400 HuntinGton MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106320874 indian ValleY Hospital x x x x x nr s
106304045 irVine reGional Hospital and MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106121031 Jerold pHelps CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106220733 JoHn C. freMont HealtHCare distriCt x x x x x x x
106331216 JoHn f. KennedY MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106071018 JoHn Muir MediCal Center – ConCord CaMpus x x x x x x x
106070988 JoHn Muir MediCal Center – Walnut CreeK CaMpus x x x x x x x
106301132 Kaiser fnd Hospital – anaHeiM x x x x x x x
106196035 Kaiser fnd Hospital – baldWin parK x x x x x x x
106190430 Kaiser fnd Hospital – bellfloWer x x x x x x x
106361223 Kaiser fnd Hospital – fontana x x x x x x x
106014132 Kaiser fnd Hospital – freMont nr x x x x x x
106104062 Kaiser fnd Hospital – fresno x x x x x x x
106380857 Kaiser fnd Hospital – GearY san franCisCo x x x x x x x
106190431 Kaiser fnd Hospital – Harbor CitY x x x x x x x
106010858 Kaiser fnd Hospital – HaYWard x x x x x x x
106010856 Kaiser fnd Hospital – oaKland CaMpus x x x x x x x
106190432 Kaiser fnd Hospital – panoraMa CitY x x x x x x x
106410804 Kaiser fnd Hospital – redWood CitY x x x x x x x
106074093 Kaiser fnd Hospital – riCHMond CaMpus x x x x x x x
106334025 Kaiser fnd Hospital – riVerside x x x x x x x
106314024 Kaiser fnd Hospital – saCraMento/roseVille –  
eureKa
x x x x x x x
106340913 Kaiser fnd Hospital – saCraMento/
roseVille – Morse
x x x x x x x
106370730 Kaiser fnd Hospital – san dieGo x x x x x x x
oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106210992 Kaiser fnd Hospital – san rafael x x x x x x x
106430805 Kaiser fnd Hospital – santa Clara x x x x x x x
106434153 Kaiser fnd Hospital – santa Clara x
106494019 Kaiser fnd Hospital – santa rosa x x x x x x x
106431506 Kaiser fnd Hospital – santa teresa CoMMunitY x x x x x x x
106342344 Kaiser fnd Hospital – soutH saCraMento x x x x x x x
106410806 Kaiser fnd Hospital – soutH san franCisCo x x x x x x x
106190429 Kaiser fnd Hospital – sunset x x x x x x x
106480989 Kaiser fnd Hospital – ValleJo x x x x x x x
106070990 Kaiser fnd Hospital – Walnut CreeK x x x x x x x
106190434 Kaiser fnd Hospital – West la x x x x x x x
106191450 Kaiser fnd Hospital – Woodland Hills x x x x x x x
106394009 Kaiser fnd Hospital – ManteCa x x x x x x x
106071010 Kaiser fnd Hospital – MartineZ/Walnut CreeK nYl nYl nYl x x x x
106074097 Kaiser found Hospital – antioCH nYl nYl nYl nYl nYl nYl x
106540734 KaWeaH delta distriCt Hospital x x x x x x x
106150736 Kern MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106150737 Kern ValleY HealtHCare distriCt x x x x x x x
106100745 KinGsburG MediCal Center x x x nr x x x
106301234 la palMa interCoMMunitY Hospital x nr x x x x x
106190240 laKeWood reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190455 lanCaster CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x nr x x
106180919 lassen CoMMunitY Hospital inC. x x x C C C C
106190680 little CoMpanY of MarY – san pedro Hospital x x x x x x x
106190470 little CoMpanY of MarY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190057 little CoMpanY of MarY san pedro – Harbor CitY nr nr C C C C C
106390923 lodi MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106361245 loMa linda uniVersitY MediCal Center –  
east CaMpus Hospital
x x x x x x x
106361246 loMa linda uniVersitY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106420491 loMpoC HealtHCare distriCt x x x x x x x
106190525 lonG beaCH MeMorial MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106301248 los alaMitos MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106191227 los anGeles CountY Harbor – uCla MediCal Center x x x x x x x
California Hospital Facts and Figures
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106191261 los anGeles CountY HiGH desert Hospital x x nr C C C C
106191230 los anGeles CountY Martin lutHer KinG Jr/ 
dreW MediCal Center
x x x x x x x
106191228 los anGeles CountY usC MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190198 los anGeles CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106191231 los anGeles CountY oliVe VieW –  
uCla MediCal Center
x x x x x x x
106190854 los anGeles Metropolitan MediCal Center x x x nr x x x
106560492 los robles Hospital & MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106434040 luCile salter paCKard CHildrens Hosp at stanford x x x x x x x
106121002 Mad riVer CoMMunitY Hospital x x nr x x x x
106201281 Madera CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106260011 MaMMotH Hospital x x x x x x x
106420493 Marian MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106211006 Marin General Hospital x x x x x x x
106050932 MarK tWain st. JosepH’s Hospital x x x x x x x
106090933 MarsHall MediCal Center (1-rH) x x x x x x x
106450936 MaYers MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106540755 MeMorial Hospital at eXeter x s C C C C C
106240924 MeMorial Hospital los banos x x x x x x x
106500939 MeMorial Hospital MediCal Center – Modesto x x x x x x x
106190521 MeMorial Hospital of Gardena x x x x x x x
106231013 MendoCino Coast distriCt Hospital x x x x x x x
106334018 Menifee ValleY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106414018 Menlo parK surGiCal Hospital x x x x x x x
106340947 MerCY General Hospital x x x x x x x
106150761 MerCY Hospital – baKersfield x x x x x x x
106344029 MerCY Hospital – folsoM x x x x x x x
106450949 MerCY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106240942 MerCY MediCal Cntr MerCed – CoMMunitY CaMpus x x x x x nr x
106240948 MerCY MediCal Cntr MerCed – doMiniCan CaMpus x x x x x nr x
106470871 MerCY MediCal Center Mt. sHasta x x x x x x x
106340950 MerCY san Juan Hospital x x x x x x x
106154108 MerCY soutHWest Hospital nr x x x x x x
oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106150830 MerCY Westside Hospital x x x x s s s
106340951 MetHodist Hospital of saCraMento x x x x x x x
106190529 MetHodist Hospital of soutHern California x x x x x x x
106410742 Mills HealtH Center x x x x x x x
106190681 MiraCle Mile MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190524 Mission CoMMunitY Hospital – panoraMa CaMpus x x x x x x x
106301262 Mission Hospital reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106430915 Mission oaKs Hospital x x x x x x x
106250956 ModoC MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190541 MonroVia CoMMunitY Hospital x x x nr s s s
106361166 MontClair Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190547 MontereY parK Hospital x x x x x x x
106334048 Moreno ValleY CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190552 Motion piCture and teleVision Hospital x x x x x x x
106361266 Mountains CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106274043 natiVidad MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106301314 neWport baY Hospital x nr nr C C C C
106481357 nortH baY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106484001 nortH baY VaCaValleY Hospital x x x x x x x
106141273 nortHern inYo Hospital x x x x x x x
106190568 nortHridGe Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190810 nortHridGe Hospital MediCal Cntr – sHerMan WaY x x x x C C C
106190570 norWalK CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106212637 noVato CoMMunitY Hospital x
106214034 noVato CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106500967 oaK ValleY distriCt Hospital (2-rH) x x x x x x x
106430837 o’Connor Hospital – san Jose x x x x x x x
106560501 oJai ValleY CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190534 olYMpia MediCal Center x x x nr x x x
106301242 oranGe Co CoMMunitY Hospital – buena parK x nr nr C C C C
106300225 oranGe Coast MeMorial MediCal Center nr x x x x x x
106040937 oroVille Hospital x x x x x x x
106190581 ortHopaediC Hospital x x x x x C C
106190307 paCifiC allianCe MediCal Center, inC. x x x x x x x
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106190587 paCifiC Hospital of lonG beaCH x x x x x x x
106190696 paCifiCa Hospital of tHe ValleY x x x x x x x
106491338 palM driVe Hospital x x x x x x x
106331288 palo Verde Hospital x x x x nr x x
106370755 paloMar MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106370759 paradise ValleY Hospital x nr x x x x x
106331293 parKVieW CoMMunitY Hospital MediCal Center x nr x x x x x
106454013 patients’ Hospital of reddinG x x x x x x x
106410852 peninsula MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106491001 petaluMa ValleY Hospital x x x x x x x
106130760 pioneers MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106301297 plaCentia linda Hospital x nr x x x x x
106320986 pluMas distriCt Hospital x x x x x x x
106370977 poMerado Hospital x x x x x x x
106190630 poMona ValleY Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190631 presbYterian interCoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190468 proMise Hospital of east l.a. – east l.a. CaMpus x x x x x x x
106190599 proMise Hospital of east l.a. – suburban CaMpus x x x x x x x
106370787 proMise Hospital of san dieGo x x x x x nr x
106190385 proVidenCe HolY Cross MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190758 proVidenCe saint JosepH MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106281047 Queen of tHe ValleY Hospital – napa x x x x x x x
106171049 redbud CoMMunitY Hospital x nr nr x x x x
106361308 redlands CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106121051 redWood MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106430705 reGional MediCal of san Jose x x x x x x x
106580996 rideout MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106150782 ridGeCrest reGional Hospital x x x x x x x
106331312 riVerside CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106334487 riVerside CountY reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190366 robert f. KennedY MediCal Center x x x x C C C
106301325 saddlebaCK MeMorial Med Center – san CleMente x x x x x x x
106301317 saddlebaCK MeMorial MediCal Center nr x x x x x x
106270875 salinas ValleY MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106361318 san antonio CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190673 san diMas CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106380939 san franCisCo General Hospital x x x x x x x
106190200 san Gabriel ValleY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106331326 san GorGonio MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106150788 san JoaQuin CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106391010 san JoaQuin General Hospital x x x x x x x
106430879 san Jose MediCal Center x x x x C C C
106013619 san leandro Hospital x x x x x x x
106400511 san luis obispo General Hosp x nr nr C C C C
106410782 san Mateo MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106074017 san raMon reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106074011 san raMon reGional MediCal Center – soutH bldG. nr s s x x nr s
106420514 santa barbara CottaGe Hospital x x x x x x x
106430883 santa Clara ValleY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190685 santa Marta Hospital – elastar x x x nr C C C
106190687 santa MoniCa – uCla MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106560521 santa paula MeMorial Hospital x x nr s s x nr
106494048 santa rosa MeMorial Hospital – fulton nr x x x x x x
106491064 santa rosa MeMorial Hospital – MontGoMerY nr x x x x x x
106490907 santa rosa MeMorial Hospital – sotoYoMe nr x x x x x x
106190691 santa teresita Hospital x x nr x C C C
106420522 santa YneZ ValleY CottaGe Hospital x x x x x x x
106370697 sCripps east CountY nr nr C C C C C
106371256 sCripps Green Hospital x x x nr x x x
106371394 sCripps MeMorial Hospital – enCinitas x x x x x x x
106370771 sCripps MeMorial Hospital – la Jolla x x x nr x x x
106370744 sCripps MerCY Hospital x x x x x x x
106370658 sCripps MerCY Hospital – CHula Vista x x x x x x x
106100793 selMa CoMMunitY Hospital x nr x x x x x
106321016 seneCa HealtHCare distriCt x x x x x x x
106410891 seQuoia Hospital x x x x x x x
106410817 seton MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106410828 seton MediCal Center – Coastside x x x x x x x
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106370693 sHarp Cabrillo Hospital x x x x x x x
106370875 sHarp CHula Vista MediCal Center x nr nr x x x x
106370689 sHarp Coronado Hospital and HealtHCare Center x x x x x x x
106370695 sHarp MarY birCH Hospital for WoMen x x x x x x x
106370694 sHarp MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106450940 sHasta reGional MediCal Center x x x x nr x x
106190708 sHerMan oaKs Hospital x x x x x x x
106100797 sierra KinGs distriCt Hospital x x x nr x x x
106291023 sierra neVada MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106540798 sierra VieW distriCt Hospital x x x x x x x
106400524 sierra Vista reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106560525 siMi ValleY Hosp and HealtH Care sVCs – sYCaMore x x x x x x x
106491076 sonoMa ValleY Hospital x x x x x x x
106552209 sonora reGional MediCal Center – fairVieW x x x x x x x
106551034 sonora reGional MediCal Center – forest x x x s s s s
106554011 sonora reGional MediCal Center – GreenleY nYl nYl nYl x x x x
106301337 soutH Coast MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106141338 soutHern inYo Hospital x x x x x x x
106334068 soutHWest HealtHCare sYsteM – Murrieta x x x x x x x
106334001 soutHWest HealtHCare sYsteM – WildoMar x x x x x x x
106100899 st. aGnes MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106361339 st. bernardine MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106521041 st. eliZabetH CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190754 st. franCis MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106420528 st. franCis MediCal Center of santa barbara x nr nr C C C C
106380960 st. franCis MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106281078 st. Helena Hospital x x x x x x x
106190756 st. JoHn’s Hospital and HealtH Center x x x x x x x
106560508 st. JoHn’s pleasant ValleY Hospital x x x x x x x
106560529 st. JoHn’s reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106121080 st. JosepH Hospital – eureKa x x x x x x x
106301340 st. JosepH Hospital – oranGe x x x x x x x
106391042 st. JosepH’s MediCal Center of stoCKton x x x x x x x
106301342 st. Jude MediCal Center x x x x x x x
oshpd id hospital name 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
106434138 st. louise reGional Hospital x x x x x x x
106190759 st. luKe MediCal Center nr nr nr C C C C
106380964 st. luKe’s Hospital x nr nr x x x x
106190053 st. MarY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106361343 st. MarY reGional MediCal Center x nr nr x x x x
106380965 st. MarY’s MediCal Center, san franCisCo x x x x x x x
106010967 st. rose Hospital x x x x x x x
106190762 st. VinCent MediCal Center x x x x x nr nr
106430905 stanford Hospital x x x x x x x
106504038 stanislaus surGiCal Hospital x x x x x x x
106250955 surprise ValleY CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106034002 sutter aMador Hospital x x x x x x x
106310791 sutter auburn faitH Hospital x x x x x x x
106084001 sutter Coast Hospital x x x nr x x x
106574010 sutter daVis Hospital x x x x x x x
106070934 sutter delta MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106341051 sutter General Hospital x x x x x x x
106171395 sutter laKeside Hospital x x x x x x x
106444012 sutter MaternitY and surGerY Cntr of santa CruZ x x x x x x x
106490919 sutter MediCal Center of santa rosa x nr nr nr x x x
106341052 sutter MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
106311000 sutter roseVille MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106481094 sutter solano MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106391056 sutter traCY CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106491103 sutter WarraCK Hospital x nr nr nr x x x
106291053 taHoe forest Hospital x x x x x x x
106150808 teHaCHapi Hospital x x x x x x x
106190784 teMple CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106564121 tHousand oaKs surGiCal Hospital nYl nYl nYl nYl x x x
106190422 torranCe MeMorial MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106370780 tri-CitY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190159 tri-CitY reGional MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106531059 trinitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106540816 tulare distriCt Hospital x x nr x x x x
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106551061 tuoluMne General Hospital x x x x x x nr
106301357 tustin Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106400548 tWin Cities CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106190796 uCla MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106374141 uCsd – la Jolla, JoHn M. and sallY b. tHornton 
Hospital
x x x x x x x
106381154 uCsf MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106380895 uCsf Mt Zion x x x x x x x
106231339 uKiaH ValleY MediCal Center – dora street nr C C C C C C
106231396 uKiaH ValleY MediCal Center – Hospital driVe x x x x x x x
106100822 uniVersitY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106341006 uniVersitY of California – daVis MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106301279 uniVersitY of California – irVine MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106370782 uniVersitY of California – san dieGo MediCal Cntr x x x x x x x
106191216 usC KennetH norris, Jr. CanCer Hospital x x x x x x x
106194219 usC uniVersitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106010983 ValleY MeMorial Hospital – liVerMore x x x x x x x
106332172 ValleY plaZa doCtors Hospital x x nr nr s s nr
106190812 ValleY presbYterian Hospital x x x x x x x
106014050 ValleYCare MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106560481 Ventura CountY MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190818 VerduGo Hills Hospital x x x x x x x
106361370 ViCtor ValleY CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106010987 WasHinGton Hospital – freMont x x x x x x x
106444013 WatsonVille CoMMunitY Hospital x x x x x x x
106301379 West anaHeiM MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190859 West Hills Hospital and MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106301566 Western MediCal Center – santa ana x x x x x x x
106301188 Western MediCal Center Hospital – anaHeiM x x x x nr nr x
106190878 WHite MeMorial MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106190883 WHittier Hospital MediCal Center x x x x x x x
106571086 Woodland MeMorial Hospital x x x x x x x
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total Hospitals with Data 398 383 389 386 382 388 384
1 total non-responders 20 29 23 18 14 8 11
1 total suspense 0 3 2 4 7 5 6
subtotal 418 415 414 408 403 401 401
2 duplicate Hospitals 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total Hospitals 417 415 414 408 403 401 400
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region
adventist 
health system
catholic 
healthcare west Kaiser
st. joseph 
health system
sutter 
health
tenet 
healthcare
university of 
california other total
nuMber of Hospitals 15 30 31 11 27 20 8 252 394
Central Coast 1 7 0 0 1 2 0 15 26
Greater bay area 1 3 15 5 16 2 2 33 77
inland empire 0 2 2 1 0 2 0 26 33
los angeles County 3 3 7 0 0 7 2 73 95
northern and sierra 6 4 0 3 3 0 0 31 47
orange County 1 0 1 2 0 5 1 20 30
sacramento area 0 5 3 0 5 0 1 2 16
san diego area 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 22 25
san Joaquin Valley 3 6 2 0 2 2 0 30 45
nuMber of liCensed beds 2,753 7,088 7,039 1,853 5,182 3,824 3,215 49,662 80,616
Central Coast 185 1,263 0 0 30 279 0 2560 4,317
Greater bay area 181 1,072 2,784 617 3,284 266 706 7640 16,550
inland empire 0 784 655 186 0 512 0 4813 6,950
los angeles County 1,358 1,134 2,080 0 0 1379 948 18530 25,429
northern and sierra 401 550 0 224 194 0 0 2122 3,491
orange County 208 0 200 826 0 917 444 3706 6,301
sacramento area 0 1,128 660 0 1,169 0 577 225 3,759
san diego area 0 0 392 0 0 0 540 5502 6,434
san Joaquin Valley 420 1,157 268 0 505 471 0 4564 7,385
perCent liCensed beds
Central Coast 4% 29% 0% 0% 1% 6% 0% 59% 100%
Greater bay area 1% 7% 17% 4% 20% 2% 4% 46% 100%
inland empire 0% 11% 9% 3% 0% 7% 0% 69% 100%
los angeles County 5% 5% 8% 0% 0% 5% 4% 73% 100%
northern and sierra 11% 16% 0% 6% 6% 0% 0% 61% 100%
orange County 3% 0% 3% 13% 0% 15% 7% 59% 100%
sacramento area 0% 30% 18% 0% 31% 0% 15% 6% 100%
san diego area 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 8% 86% 100%
san Joaquin Valley 6% 16% 4% 0% 7% 6% 0% 62% 100%
note: excludes hospitals that were suspended for the entire year. 
source: osHpd Hospital annual utilization report, 2007.
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<< r e t u r n  to  Co n t e n t s
region counties
central coast Monterey, san benito, san luis obispo, santa barbara, santa Cruz
greater bay area alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, napa, san francisco, san Mateo, santa Clara, 
solano, sonoma
inland empire riverside, san bernardino
los angeles los angeles
northern and sierra alpine, amador, butte, Calaveras, Colusa, del norte, Glenn, Humboldt, inyo, 
lake, lassen, Mariposa, Mendocino, Modoc, Mono, nevada, plumas, shasta, 
sierra, siskiyou, sutter, tehama, trinity, tuolumne, Yuba
orange orange
sacramento area el dorado, placer, sacramento, Yolo
san diego imperial, san diego
san joaquin valley fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, san Joaquin, stanislaus, tulare
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